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The Blue Collar Thoroughbred: An Inside Account of the Real World of Racing presents a nonfiction insider's look at today's sport of thoroughbred racing from a day-to-day, behind-the-scenes vantage point. Divided into three sections, the book offers an inside account of the real world of racing, including events and insights from a day-to-day perspective. It covers topics such as training, racing, and the lives of jockeys, as well as personal stories and experiences from the author, Gene H. McCormick, who has been involved in the thoroughbred racing industry for many years. The book aims to provide readers with a unique perspective on the world of thoroughbred racing, beyond the glitz-and-glamour associated with Saturday races shown on TV. From Sunday through Friday, the world of thoroughbred racing is much more than the events that are shown on television, and this volume offers a behind-the-scenes look into what goes on behind the scenes.
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